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Dear Valued Clients

ANNOUNCEMENT
We are pleased to announce the appointment of Sadeli bin Ishak, Bachelor of Mass
Communication (Hons) Public Relations, Dip. in Mechatronic Engineering (Industrial
Control & Automation), as our Marine Manager based in Kuala Lumpur.
Sadeli has more than 10 years experience in marine surveying and insurance loss
investigation, covering a wide spectrum of surveying work including goods in transit,
freight forwarders, and carrier/warehouseman liability claims. He also undertakes hull
damage surveys, pre-shipment inspections and loading/discharge surveys. Prior to
joining the marine surveying industry, he gained experience in the industrial engineering
sector setting up, calibrating and effecting industrial and electrical/electronic
maintenance.
He is assisted by a team of experienced marine surveyors/adjusters in Kuala
Lumpur, majority of them with over 5 years marine surveying experience.
Our recent new engineering surveyor/adjuster include Anis Nur Amalina, a graduate
from Malaysian Maritime Academy and she holds a Certificate of Competency Class 3
(Motor Vessel). Anis’ career includes time onboard ship in ranks to Fourth Engineer
before joining a marine surveying firm for over 2 years.
With a branch network of 11 offices with marine surveyors in these offices, we are well
placed to provide excellent service delivery nationwide.
The Mestari Marine team is further supported by various practice leaders who specialize
in engineering, contractual, liability and legal issues related to insurance claims.
We thank you for your past support and look forward to continue developing our role as
preferred adjusters/surveyors to support the management of your claims.
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